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Hurricane Sandy: It was the worst of times. Care for the Homeless suffered Sandy’s trauma along with 
all our neighbors. Our people suffered dramatic losses, evacuation, power failures and inconveniences. 
Our facilities were affected: one of our health centers was destroyed and our headquarters was without 
power or communications for a week. It hit facilities in Manhattan, Brooklyn, the Bronx and Queens, but 
we never stopped delivering services to homeless people who suffered far more from the storm.   
 
New Yorkers pulled together in the catastrophe. The nation was riveted by dramatic pictures and news 
of the impact and damage Hurricane Sandy brought to our area on October 29-30, and the continuing 
aftermath. The storm killed dozens, caused billions of dollars in damages, disrupted transportation, 
power, communications and commerce, and made tens of thousands homeless, at least temporarily. 
 
For me, and the Care for the Homeless family, our hearts and prayers go out to everyone who suffered. 
Our condolences go to every family who lost a loved one, our thoughts to everyone who suffered a loss 
or inconvenience. We thank all first responders, care providers and good neighbor who served others.  
 
As thousands evacuated to shelters, I also thought of the problems homeless people face daily. Our 
neighbors losses and hardships are heartbreaking. So is the plight of 50,000 and more New Yorkers, 
many of them children or people with frailties, facing chronic homelessness. They too suffer physically, 
emotionally and endure challenges to life and dignity. They too live in fear and uncertainty.      
 
New Yorkers responded with heroic efforts and generosity, as we always do in a crisis. I’m thankful for 
heroic work so many of our Care for the Homeless staff render on a regular basis for our clients and 
communities. Many of our employees provided that kind of heroic service in the crisis, overcoming their 
own family storm dilemmas, significant weather and transportation problems to continue health, social 
and other services throughout the crisis. Many of our Care for the Homeless facilities and workers, as 
well as clients, lent a helping hand to others in the community in need, and will continue to do so.  
 
Election over, the issues go on. Anyone interested in public policy must be interested in elections. Care 
for the Homeless proudly participated in a nonpartisan voter registration drive and nonpartisan get-out-
the-vote effort. Homeless people have lost so much, but not the right to vote. Staff and Customer 
Advisory Board members helped register homeless people, resulting directly in 116 newly registered 
voters, and the distribution of hundreds of registration forms. “Being part of our election process is a 
privilege and an important responsibility. We want to ensure that even while living in temporary, 
emergency shelter, families and individuals are appropriately registered at their current address in order 
to cast their ballot,” City Homeless Services Commissioner Seth Diamond said.  
 
The 2012 campaign ended without discussing poverty or homelessness. These issues were not part of 
our national discussion. Over 28% of Americans experienced at least one “spell” of poverty (living below 
poverty level for two months or more) during 2009-10, according to the Census Bureau (Income, Poverty 
and Health Insurance Coverage in the United States; U.S. Census Bureau, Sept., 2012). The city homeless 
population is exploding, growing over 18% in the last year, including 19,000 children.  
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New York can’t allow that in the 2013 city campaigns. Homelessness and the threat of homelessness 
must be part of the discussion. At last month’s Council homelessness hearing, I testified the worst, most 
expensive, least effective option is to failure to respond. It’s morally and legally unacceptable.  
 
Freedom from want and fear: The city dedicated a new park on October24. It’s the Four Freedoms Park 
on Roosevelt Island (called “Welfare Island” at the time of the speech). In 1941, FDR gave a memorable 
speech declaring Four Universal Freedoms. He recognized universal rights to free speech, freedom of 
religion and freedom from want and fear.  Historians credit the speech as the driving force for Article 25 
of the UN’s Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR): 

“Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself 
and his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social services, 
and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age 
or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his control.” 

FDR died before the UN adopted it in 1948, but fittingly Eleanor Roosevelt was the U.S. delegate for the 
UDHR. His vision of freedom from want and fear is still visionary, but Care for the Homeless and 
advocates for homeless people and those in need of health care proudly carry that vision forward.     
 
Rents rise, affordable housing declines. A month never passes in New York City without a study 
reporting shrinking affordable housing supply threatening thousands with homelessness. Last month it 
was a Prudential Douglas Elliman survey showing median rents increased 10.2% as rental vacancy rates 
fell to 1.85%. New York Magazine reported an “acute” lack of affordable rentals (New York, “Third 
Quarter Market: Low Inventory, High Demand, Oct. 2, 2012). That was confirmed by analyst studies at 
streeteasy.com, Halstead Property and Brown Harris Stevens. Another study showed the cost of housing 
and transit rose 55% as income rose only 31% (“Losing Ground: The Struggle of Moderate Income 
Households to Afford the Rising Cost of Housing and Transportation,” Center for Housing Policy, 2012).    
 
Meanwhile, the national poverty rate is 15%, including 21.9% of all children, and 38.8% of African-
American kids. New York City’s rate is worse at a poverty rate of 20.9%. And “income inequality” is 
rising. Households in the 95th income percentile ($186,000 median income) had income over 9 times the 
median income of those in the bottom 20% of American households ($20,262) in 2011, the largest gap 
ever recorded since figures have been kept starting in 1967 (U.S. Census Bureau, Sept., 2012).   
 
Academic research may seem statistic heavy, but the bottom line is simple: New Yorkers are squeezed 
by rising housing costs and an extreme lack of affordable housing amidst a difficult economy, resulting in 
tens or perhaps hundreds of thousands of low income New Yorkers on the edge of homelessness even 
as the homeless population in our city is exploding. The take-away-message is that more attention must 
be paid and more must be done to respond to, prevent and end New York City’s homelessness crisis.   
 
We’re creating a culture of advocacy at Care for the Homeless. In our effort to provide policy info and 
empower supporters to advocate for “preventing and ending homelessness” we’ve had a dozen staff 
and client meetings and we’re offering free e-mail subscriptions to this policy report. You can take 
action to help prevent homelessness right now. One important action is to contact your U.S. Senators 
and House members urging them to avoid the “fiscal cliff” our country is so swiftly approaching. 
 
What is the “fiscal cliff”? What does “going over the fiscal cliff” mean? It’s two things that will happen 
together unless Congress takes action before the year ends. First is the expiration of various tax cuts or 
breaks. It includes the “Bush tax cut”, but also payroll tax breaks lowering every workers’ Social Security 
contribution from 6.2% to 4.5%, expanded earned income tax credit eligibility for low wage earners, an 



added child tax credit, and the elimination of extended federal unemployment benefits for those 
unemployed over 6 months.  
 
The second fiscal cliff piece called “sequestration” is harder to understand. It’s the automatic across-the-
board 8.2% budget cut to all discretionary domestic spending not specifically exempted. If Congress and 
the President don’t act, cuts go into effect January 2, 2013. Impacts on health care for homeless and 
poor people will be devastating. In my October Policy Matters report I wrote that sequestration “could 
create 146,000 more homeless people by a $159.7 million loss in HUD McKinney-Vento Homeless 
Assistance grants; cut Section 8 Rental Assistance by over $1.5 billion affecting over 186,000 tenants; 
slash $8.2 million from Runaway and Homeless Youth Act funding; take $5.5 million from Transition 
from Homelessness projects; and cut $2.7 million from Health Care for the Homeless Care for the 
Homeless Program.” HUD rental assistance programs would be cut $30 billion in fiscal 2013 to more 
than 428,000 households. There would be a $169 million loss to health center funding.  
 
America’s, and New York’s, housing and health care safety net can’t take these cuts. One academic 
study says sequestration will slash the U.S. gross domestic product $215 billion, eliminate 2.14 million 
jobs and drive our national unemployment rate over 9%. That includes over 70,000 jobs lost in New York 
state (“The Economic Impact of the Budget Control Act of 2011 on DOD and non-DOD Agencies’, 
Stephen S. Fuller, Ph.D., George Mason University, 2012). 
 
But not just any plan to avoid sequestration is acceptable. Any new spending cuts come on top of cuts 
already made in the Budget Control Act of 2011. In the midst of growing needs brought on by a difficult 
economy, these real cuts already bring domestic federal spending to historic lows as a percentage of 
gross domestic product. Current cuts bring government spending below fiscal 2010 spending on an 
inflation adjusted basis. Poor and homeless people simply cannot bear any greater burden.   
 
Ironically, no one, not Republicans or Democrats, think across-the-board cuts are good policy. The Office 
of Management and Budget issued a report noting sequestration was “a mechanism to force Congress 
to act on further deficit reduction” but “sequestration itself was never intended to be implemented.” 
 
We can avoid draconian funding cuts and you can help! Congress is back in session November 13. They 
can avoid sequestration and the fiscal cliff, but can’t do it must do it on the backs of the poor. Call or 
write your Senators and House member to ask them to stop the terrible cuts to health centers and care 
for people in need, on homeless people and those on the verge of homelessness, and on millions who 
will lose jobs and vital services if spending cuts occur as currently required. Call Senators and House 
members through the Capital Switchboard at 1-877-210-5351. New York’s Senators are Chuck Schumer 
and Kirsten Gillibrand. You can identify your Representative at www.house.gov/representatives/find/ . 
Congress must avoid this crisis in the next month. Please send that message to your representatives. 
 
Thank you for caring, 
 
 
Bobby Watts, Executive Director 
Care for the Homeless   
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